Fiscal Year 2021
National Program Integrity
Webinar Series
Webinar #2: Strengthening CCDF Program Accountability

March 16, 2021 – 3 p.m. ET

Call Logistics
 Welcome to our Adobe Connect webinar platform.
 This is an interactive session with breaks for dialogue.
 The slides are available for download in the Adobe
pod labeled “Program Integrity Resources.”
 Phone lines are open to encourage dialog. Please
mute your phone.
 If you would like to ask a question, “raise your hand”
or type in questions and comments using the “Chat”
boxes within the Adobe room.
 For Adobe Connect or registration issues please
contact Heidi Freymiller at hfreymiller@wrma.com.
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Introductions
National Center on Subsidy Innovation and Accountability

Leigh Ann Bryan
Program Integrity
Manager

Shannon Massaroco
Fiscal Management
SME

Jenna Broadway
Program Integrity
Specialist/SME

Michael McKenzie
Program Integrity
Specialist/SME
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Welcome from the Office of Child Care
Moniquin Huggins
Director, Division of Oversight and Accountability
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Agenda
 What does CCDF accountability mean?
 CCDF accountability areas
 Strategies for maintaining fiscal, process, and
program accountability
 New Mexico’s strategies
 Resources available to assist agencies
 Wrap up and next steps
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What does CCDF accountability mean?
 A foundation for accountability
should be policies and procedures
that help low-income parents access
child care assistance to support
their work and training and promote
children's success in school
 There is a shared responsibility for
accomplishing the goals and mission
of CCDF and the Lead Agency

Who is accountable?
Lead Agency
Lead Agency staff
Contractors, vendors,
sub-recipients, or subgrantees
Providers and participants
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What does CCDF accountability mean?
 Ensuring CCDF is administered
according to the Plan provisions and
regulatory requirements across the
program
 Taking responsibility: Public servants
have a duty to practice good
stewardship
• Giving and taking
ownership/responsibility to someone
or something that will be held
accountable for the activities they are
charged with

Who is accountable?
Lead Agency
Lead Agency staff
Contractors, vendors,
sub-recipients, or subgrantees
Providers and participants
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CCDF Fiscal Accountability
What is fiscal
accountability?
Fiscal accountability is the
appropriate spending of public
funds in a lawful way

Fiscal Accountability Activities:
 Monitoring and tracking funds
 Using proper oversight of fiscal
transactions
 Measuring and improving fiscal
outcomes
 Ensuring fiscal transparency
 Ensuring fiscal policies and
procedures are adhered to
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CCDF Process Accountability
What is process
accountability?
Process accountability is
carrying out policies and
programs as intended

Process Accountability Activities:
 Providing proper resources to ensure
effective and efficient productivity
 Continuous training
 Enforcing performance measurement
goals
 Holding individuals and collaborating
entities accountable through
enforcement activities
 Implementing accountability tools
within child care systems
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CCDF Program Accountability
What is program
accountability?
Program accountability is
establishing program
policies and procedures that
produce the expected results
and incorporate changes
needed

Program Accountability Activities:
 Review and evaluation of performance
measurements
 Communicate the vision, mission,
assignments, and expectations
 Support program transparency
 Staff and stakeholder ownership
 Internal and external monitoring and
reporting
 Empowering activities bound by results
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Maintaining
Fiscal
Accountability
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Fiscal Management
45 CFR 98.68 Program Integrity
(a) Lead Agencies are required to describe in their Plan
effective internal controls that are in place to ensure
integrity and accountability, while maintaining continuity
of services, in the CCDF program. These shall include:

Monitoring
regulatory
compliance and
program
integrity

Developing and
maintaining
budgets

(1) Processes to ensure sound fiscal management
Establishing and
implementing internal
controls
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Managing Funding Streams
Obligation and
Liquidation
Periods
When must funds
be obligated
(i.e.
committed)?

When must funds
be liquidated
(i.e. paid)?

Mandatory
(States and Tribes)

Matching
(States)

Discretionary
(States, Territories, and Tribes)

CARES Act Funds
(States, Territories, and Tribes)

One Year

One Year
Both the federal and non-federal
shares of the matching funds
must be obligated by the end of
the fiscal year in which the
matching funds are awarded.

Two Years
Discretionary funds must be
obligated in the fiscal year in
which they are awarded, or in the
following fiscal year.

Until FFY 2022
Lead Agencies can obligate funds
until Sept. 30, 2022.

One Year
Funds must be liquidated by the
end of the following (second)
fiscal year.

One Year
Any discretionary funds
unliquidated by the end of the
first two fiscal years, must be
liquidated by the end of the
following fiscal year (the third
fiscal year).

Through FFY 2023
Lead Agencies have until Sept.
30, 2023, to liquidate funds.

(If a state request matching

funds)

If a state does not request
matching funds, the
mandatory funds are
available until expended.
No time limit
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Budget Calculator
NCSIA has created a customizable budget
calculator for state and territory use.
The budget calculator looks at the impact of
eligibility levels, rates, and co-pays on a Lead
Agency’s bottom line budget.
Interested states/territories can request
individualized TA for the calculator.
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Provider Grants
Develop a written agreement to include at a minimum:
• Specific tasks to be completed/achieved
• Timeline for completing/achieving tasks
• Itemized budget
• Routine reporting associated with milestones/indicators to assess performance

Simplify expectations
• Create a one-pager outlining points of contact, reporting schedule, and milestones

Schedule routine check-ins
• Pre/post reporting deadlines
PI Tip: Double check effective dates and grant amounts for accuracy
and keep in mind the deadlines for obligating and spending funds.
Establish a method for tracking where and how grant funds are used.
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Grantee Internal Controls Self-Assessment
Instrument
A framework for Lead Agencies to review how well their policies and
procedures meet the CCDF regulatory requirements in the areas of
program integrity and financial accountability, aimed at:

Reducing
payment errors

Minimizing
program waste,
fraud, and abuse

Ensuring that funds are
used for allowable
program purposes and for
eligible recipients
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Tracking Funds
Federal Reports

Aggregate and Case Level Reports

Form Number
Who's required?

ACF-700
Tribes

What's reported?

Tribal Lead Agency's annual
counts of children and families
served through CCDF, along
with other information.

ACF-800
States/Territories

ACF-801
States/Territories

Lead Agency's case-level data on
Lead Agency’s unduplicated annual
the families and children served
counts of children and families
during the reporting period
served through the CCDF, along
through CCDF, along with other
with other information.
information.

Monthly (90 days after the end of
the reporting period) or quarterly
When is it reported? Annually for the federal fiscal year (Oct. 1 – Sep. 30) due by Dec. 31.
(60 days after the end of the
reporting period).
CARES Act reporting
elements?

Data on income for determining
Data on annual estimates of families, children, and providers served eligibility, monthly amount paid to
or supported by CARES Act funds.
providers and hours of care during
the month.
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Tracking Funds
Federal Reports
Form Number
Who's required?

Financial Reports
ACF-696
States/Territories

Quality Progress Report
ACF-696T
Tribes

ACF-218
States/Territories

What's reported?

Lead Agency's financial data on
CCDF expenditures for
mandatory, matching, and
discretionary funds.

Tribal Lead Agency's financial data
on CCDF expenditures for the
tribal mandatory, discretionary
and construction/renovation
funds.

Lead Agency's information on
efforts to increase access to
high-quality child care.

When is it reported?

Quarterly with reports due on
Jan. 31, April 30, July 31, and
Oct. 31.

Annually for the federal fiscal year
(Oct. 1 – Sep. 30) due by Dec. 31.

Annually for the federal fiscal
year (Oct. 1 – Sep. 30) due by
Dec. 31.

CARES Act reporting
elements?

Financial data on CARES Act obligations and expenditures and fourth
quarter narrative describing use of CARES Act funds.

Data on how CARES Act
funding has been used to
support quality activities.
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Let’s Talk About it
 What processes has your
agency implemented to
ensure sound fiscal
management?
 How are Lead Agencies
currently tracking
expenditures related to
various funding streams?
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Maintaining
Process
Accountability
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Process Accountability
Process accountability strategies for the following activities:

Technology

Teleworking

Fraud
Detection and
Deterrence
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Process Accountability Strategies:
Technology
Child Care Systems and Infrastructure
Ensure staff
understand and accept
responsibility when
using data systems
• Empower staff to be
accountable and correct them
when they are not
• Security levels and roles

Implement security
plans
• Security plans should be
measurable and include
proper oversight
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Process Accountability Strategies:
Technology (cont.)
Child Care Systems and Infrastructure
Support change
within IT systems
• Organization change
• Regulatory change

Conduct routine
system checks
• Ensure policies are
followed

PI Tip: System automation for eligibility determinations can be used
as an accountability strategy and provide measurable outcomes.
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Process Accountability Strategies:
Teleworking

Appropriate
oversight

Performance
measurements and
enforcement
activities

Administrative
technology
enhancements

Providing essential
resources

Assuring the
protection of
personal identifiable
information (PII) and
confidentiality
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Process Accountability Strategies:
Internal Controls for Fraud Detection
Staff

Participants

Providers

• Separation of job duties
• Appropriate
oversight/monitoring
• Program integrity
training and
acknowledgements
• Communicating roles
and responsibilities

• Sign acknowledgement
of responsibilities and
program requirements
• Program integrity
communications
(newsletters, website
posting, etc.)
• Communicate
consequences clearly
• Build partnerships

• Program integrity
training (townhalls,
conferences, etc.)
• Sign acknowledgements
of billing responsibilities
• Monitoring (risk base
approach)
• Build partnerships

Vendors,
Contractors,
Subrecipients
• Contract monitoring
• Performance
measurement reporting
and review
• Internal review of
business processes
related to written
agreements or contracts
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Let’s Talk About It
 What accountability tools
have you implemented to
support teleworking?
 Discuss fraud detection
strategies used to deter
internal fraud.
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Maintaining
Program
Accountability
30

Accountability in the Rule and CCDF Plan
45 CFR 98.68(a) requires
Lead Agencies to have
policies and procedures
in place that ensure
compliance with CCDF
program requirements
and maintain continuity
of care for the children
and families served.

Section 8.1 of your CCDF
Plan instructs you to
describe strategies in
place for:

45 CFR 98.70 provides
requirements for
quarterly and annual
CCDF reporting.

• Risk assessment
• Properly training providers
and staff; and
• Regular evaluation of
internal control activities.

These strategies and data are crucial to making informed
decisions on the effectiveness of policy and process changes
you are considering to make your program better!
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Effective Change Management = Success!
By answering some basic
questions (Why? Who?
What? When? Where?) the
Lead Agency can better
understand the need for the
change, communicate the
change to stakeholders, and
implement the change.

Where does the new
policy/process need to
be documented?
Who will be
affected?

What do we have in
place to assess the
effect of the change?
When will training
be provided?

Why is this
change
needed?

“Continuous improvement is better than delayed perfection.”
- Mark Twain
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Make Administrative Data Work for You!

Use data to inform policy
or procedure that
ensures effectiveness,
efficiency, and equity
while maintaining
program integrity and
accountability.

Identify any
possible barriers
and take a
proactive
approach to
those challenges.

Useful data points you are already
collecting include:
• Error rate data – find out where your errors
are occurring and why
• ACF 800 (700 for tribes) – annual estimates of
families and providers served and supported
• ACF 696 (696T for tribes) – CCDF
expenditures for mandatory, matching, and
discretionary funds
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Communicating Results
Within Section 8.1 of the CCDF Plan Preprint, two of the subsections (8.1.4 and 8.1.5)
specifically ask Lead Agencies to “include a description of the results of such activity.”
Identifying and communicating the results of
your program integrity activities:
Can assist in training needs and policy development
Informs your administration and legislature of the
positive impact of PI
Instills confidence in the general public that their tax
dollars are being protected
Provides OCC with crucial data to improve program
operations nationwide
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Communicating Results – State Example
Minnesota’s description of results related to establishing a unit to
investigate and collect improper payments (8.1.5)
During SFY17, DHS OIG initiated six cases involving provider fraud.
Each of those cases are either still under investigation, or in various
stages of criminal prosecution. During this same time period, three
OIG cases initiated in previous years were concluded. Each of those
cases involved the provider being convicted of a felony level offense
involving fraud. A total of $168,267 in restitution was ordered in
those cases. In addition, counties and tribes investigated family and
provider fraud, resulting in establishment of 33 fraud claims
totaling approximately $340,000.
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Communicating Results – Other Examples
Claims established

Improper payments recovered

(e.g., the amount of claims established
for any type of improper payment
collected by the Lead Agency, including
IPV, UPV, fraud, agency error).

(e.g., the number of claims established for IPs, how
much of it was collected, including the percentages
of the different methods used, such as tax intercept
or benefit reduction).

Number of intentional
program violations
(e.g., counts of IPVs referred and
those established after
adjudication).

Program savings
This savings estimate could be derived monthly and annually using an
established methodology. It could be based on combining improper
payment claims established, a savings estimated for every IPV
established, and future savings (e.g., future improper benefits
prevented from continuing as a result of the claim or fraud
investigation).
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Let’s Talk About it
 Would anyone like to share
the types of results they are
tracking to measure the
success of their PI efforts?
 Have you made any policy or
process changes that were
originally temporary but now
you plan to maintain?
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Let’s Talk About it
 Questions for New Mexico
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Outstanding Questions and Open Discussion
 This is your opportunity to
ask questions of your peers
and TA team.
 What strategies would you
like to learn more about?
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Resources
1. 6 State Strategies To Improve Child Care Policies During the Pandemic and Beyond
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/early-childhood/reports/2020/10/29/492546/6-state-strategiesimprove-child-care-policies-pandemic-beyond/
2. AI/AN CCDF Guide to Financial Management, Grants Administration, and Program Accountability
https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/resource/american-indian-and-alaska-native-child-care-and-development-fundguide-financial
3. AI/AN CCDF: Guide to Subsidy Administration for Medium- and Large-Allocation Grantees
https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/resource/american-indian-and-alaska-native-child-care-and-development-fundguide-subsidy
4. CCDF Budget Calculator Instructions
https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/resource/ccdf-budget-calculator-instructions
5. CCDF Fraud Toolkit
https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/resource/ccdf-fraud-toolkit-and-instructions-0
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Resources
6. CCDF State, Territory, and Tribal Reporting
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/occ/policy-guidance/ccdf-state-territory-and-tribal-reporting
7. Child Care Administrator’s Information Technology and Procurement Guide
https://https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/public/child_care_admin_it_and_procurement_guide.
pdf
8. Conducting CCDF Error Rate Reviews Remotely
https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/resource/conducting-ccdf-error-rate-reviews-remotely
9. Grantee Internal Controls Self-Assessment Instrument
https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/resource/grantee-internal-controls-self-assessment-instrument-0
10. Information Memorandum CCDF-ACF-IM-2020-01: CCDF Discretionary Funds Appropriated in the CARES Act
(Public Law 116-136) passed into law on March 27, 2020
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/occ/ccdf_acf_im_2020_01.pdf
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Resources
11. National Center on Subsidy Innovation and Accountability Program Integrity Resources
https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/resource/ncsia-program-integrity-resources
12. National Center on Tribal Early Childhood Development
https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/centers/national-center-tribal-early-childhood-development
13. National Snapshot of State Agency Approaches to Child Care During the COVID-19 Pandemic
https://oig.hhs.gov/oas/reports/region7/72006092.pdf
14. Office of Child Care COVID-19 Resources
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/occ/resource/occ-covid-19-resources
15. Understanding the CARES Act: Supplemental Guidance for CCDF Lead Agencies on Spending, Maximizing, and
Tracking Funds
https://childcareta.acf.hhs.gov/resource/understanding-cares-act-supplemental-guidance-ccdf-lead-agenciesspending-maximizing-and
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What’s next? Save the date!!!
 Please be sure to complete the
evaluation before you leave
 Program Integrity Webinar Series
continues in FY 2021
 Please share your ideas for future
presentations by email to Mike
McKenzie (mmckenzie@wrma.com)

Next Webinar:
June 23, 2021

3 - 4:30 p.m. ET
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Thank you!
Email: ncsia@ecetta.info
Phone: 301-881-2590 x273
The National Center on Subsidy Innovation
and Accountability is funded by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services,
Administration for Children and Families,
Office of Child Care.

